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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

DIGITAL CROSS-BORDER NET TERMS NOW EMPOWERS B2B TRANSACTIONS
Seamless Net Terms and Trade Credit invoicing without risk or hassle are now available to B2B

merchants worldwide

CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA - October 12, 2022 - Reach, the global leader in cross-border
ecommerce payments, is pleased to announce that its payments system now enables net terms
of up to 60 days for business-to-business transactions. The need to modernize cross-border
B2B payments has become a prominent point of conversation for international businesses as
legacy payment methods continue to create friction and lag their payment process. With
Reach’s net terms offering, international companies can remove these pain points with one
out-of-the-box solution for B2B payments.

Reach’s Merchant of Record model eliminates the fragmented nature of traditional net terms
payments by engaging their global network to manage FX, regional requirements, and
compliance all through one platform. Traditionally, international businesses have struggled to
offer net terms due to cash flow restrictions, FX management requirements, and the
administrative burdens needed to gain approval from cross-border lenders. Reach has
optimized this payment process by leveraging its sophisticated Merchant of Record model and
dynamic platform.

Offering net terms through Reach empowers international businesses to drastically reduce their
DSO and allows them to get paid in real-time. Additionally, Reach takes on 100% of the liability
of the net terms transaction, whether the buyer pays or not. This ability means the seller
experiences the expedited cross-border cash flow, without the associated risk.

For more information about Reach, please visit www.withreach.com
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ABOUT REACH

Reach simplifies cross-border ecommerce for forward-thinking organizations with ambitious
global expansion goals. Its unique Merchant of Record model eliminates complexity, risk and
compliance barriers around the world, turning every international buyer into a local buyer. By
leveraging Reach as the Merchant of Record and accessing its vast payments network,
businesses can increase conversions, reduce costs, and offset compliance risk.

http://www.withreach.com
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